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Abstract. Ontologies play a central role in the development of the semantic web, as they provide precise definitions of shared terms in web resources. One important web ontology language is
DAML+OIL; it has a formal semantics and a reasoning support through a mapping to the expressive description logic
with the addition of inverse roles. In this paper, we present a
probabilistic extension of
, called P, to allow for dealing with probabilistic ontologies in the semantic web. The description logic Pis based on the notion of
probabilistic lexicographic entailment from probabilistic default reasoning. It allows to express rich
probabilistic knowledge about concepts and instances, as well as default knowledge about concepts.
We also present sound and complete reasoning techniques for P, which are based on
reductions to classical reasoning in
and to linear programming, and which show in
particular that reasoning in Pis decidable.
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Introduction

The development of the semantic web, a vision for a future generation of the world wide web, aims at making
web resources more easily accessible to automated processing by annotating web pages with machinereadable information on their content [2].
In the semantic web, ontologies are playing a central role as a source of shared and precisely defined
terms that can be used in machine-readable semantic annotations of web pages. One important web ontology
language is DAML+OIL [11, 12], which was developed by merging the DAML [9] and the OIL [5] web
ontology language. A formal semantics and an automated reasoning support is provided to DAML+OIL
[15, 24] with the addition of inverse roles.
through a mapping to the expressive description logic
In the recent decades, dealing with probabilistic uncertainty has started to play an important role in
database systems and knowledge representation and reasoning formalisms. We expect expressing and handling probabilistic knowledge to also play an important role in web ontology languages, which are essentially standardized languages for knowledge representation and reasoning, where significant research efforts
are currently directed towards supporting query languages and large instances as in the field of databases
[11, 12]. In particular, probabilistic web ontology languages may act as standardized tools to provide automated global web access to existing local data and knowledge base systems containing probabilistic information. It is thus not surprising that the OIL group writes in [13]:

%'&)(*,+.-/

0

“a further level of extension” of OIL “could include modeling primitives such as defaults and fuzzy /
probabilistic definitions”.

However, to our knowledge, there are no such extensions of web ontology languages so far.
In this paper, we propose such an extension. We present a probabilistic extension of the description logic
, called P, which is based on the notion of probabilistic lexicographic entailment, a
recent approach to probabilistic default reasoning [21, 22].
also allows to express default knowledge as a special case of generic
The description logic Pprobabilistic knowledge, where reasoning with such default knowledge is based on the sophisticated notion
of lexicographic entailment by Lehmann [19].
There are several related approaches to probabilistic description logics in the literature [8, 17, 18], which
can be classified according to the supported forms of probabilistic knowledge and the underlying probabilis, which
tic reasoning formalism. Heinsohn [8] presents a probabilistic extension of the description logic
allows to represent generic probabilistic knowledge about concepts and roles, and which is essentially based
on probabilistic reasoning in probabilistic logics, similar to [23, 1, 6, 20]. The work [8], however, does
not allow for assertional (i.e., Abox) knowledge about concept and role instances. Also Jaeger [17] gives
, which allows for generic (resp., assertional) proba probabilistic extension of the description logic
abilistic knowledge about concepts and roles (resp., concept instances), but does not support probabilistic
knowledge about role instances (but he mentions a possible extension in this direction). The uncertain reasoning formalism in [17] is essentially based on probabilistic reasoning in probabilistic logics, as the one
in [8], but coupled with cross-entropy minimization to combine generic probabilistic knowledge with assertional probabilistic knowledge. The work by Koller et al. [18] gives a probabilistic generalization of the
C LASSIC description logic. Like Heinsohn’s work [8], it allows for generic probabilistic knowledge about
concepts and roles, but does not support assertional knowledge about concept and role instances. However,
differently from [8], it is based on inference in Bayesian networks as underlying probabilistic reasoning formalism. Note that approaches to fuzzy description logics [28, 27, 25, 26] are less closely related, as fuzzy
uncertainty deals with vagueness, rather than ambiguity and imprecision.
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The probabilistic description logic in this paper, differently from [8, 17, 18],

%1&2(*+.-/

0

is a probabilistic extension of the expressive description logic
, which provides a formal
semantics and reasoning support for DAML+OIL (without inverse roles);

0

allows to represent both generic probabilistic knowledge about concepts and roles, and also assertional
probabilistic knowledge about concept and role instances;
is based on probabilistic lexicographic entailment from recent approaches to probabilistic default
reasoning [21, 22] as underlying probabilistic reasoning formalism.

0

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

%1&2(*+.-/
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We present a probabilistic extension of the description logic
, called P, which
is based on the notion of probabilistic lexicographic entailment; this approach is motivated by recent
advances to probabilistic default reasoning [21, 22]. Note especially that probabilistic lexicographic
entailment has very nice properties for the use in probabilistic reasoning with generic and assertional
probabilistic knowledge [21, 22].

0

%1&2(*,+.-/

The description logic Pallows to express default knowledge as a special case of generic
probabilistic knowledge, where reasoning with such default knowledge is based on the sophisticated
notion of lexicographic entailment by Lehmann [19].

%'&)(*,+.-/

We present sound and complete techniques for probabilistic reasoning in P, which are
based on reductions to classical reasoning in
and to linear programming, and which show
is decidable. Note that due to the presence of individuals
in particular that reasoning in Pin P(and also
), these techniques are technically more involved than the ones
for probabilistic default reasoning in [21, 22].
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a motivating example. Section 3 recalls the description logic
. In Sections 4 and 5, we define our probabilistic extension
P, and we give some illustrating examples, respectively. Section 6 describes sound and complete techniques for probabilistic reasoning in P. In Section 7, we summarize the main results
and give an outlook on future research. Note that detailed proofs of all results are given in the appendix.
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2 Motivating Example
To illustrate the possible use of probabilistic ontologies in the semantic web, consider some medical knowledge about patients. It is advantageous to share such knowledge between hospitals or medical centers [10],
for example, to follow up patients, to track medical history, and for case studies research. Furthermore, in
medical knowledge, we often have to deal with probabilistic uncertainty.
For example, consider patient records related to cardiological illnesses. The patients may be classified
according to their gender, as the probability that a man has a cardiological illness or a pacemaker is different
from the corresponding probability associated with a woman. We may have the default knowledge that
cardiological illnesses typically cause high blood pressure, but that pacemaker patients typically do not
suffer from high blood pressure. We may have the probabilistic knowledge that the symptoms of a pacemaker
, chest pain with a probability
patient are abnormal heart beat (arrhythmia) with a probability in
in
, and breathing difficulties with a probability in
.

8:9<;@?BAC
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Age
42…, 78,…

Health history

Heart Patient

High Blood
Pressure:YES

John, Maria, Tom

Private
Insurance [0.9,1]
AIG, HIKY

High Blood
Pressure: NO
Pacemaker Patient
Symptoms

John, Maria
Illness Status
Initial
Advanced
Final

Arrhythmia [0.98,1]
Chest pain [0.9,1]
Difficulty on breathing [0.6,1]

[0.6, 1]
[0.2, 0.8]
[0.4, 1]
Man
John

[0.2, 0.6]
Woman
Maria

Figure 1: A probabilistic ontology.
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In the description logic
, we distinguish between concrete datatypes, individuals, concepts
(i.e., sets of individuals), and roles (i.e., binary relations on concepts, or between concepts and datatypes).
For example, we may have concepts for patients, pacemaker patients, heart patients, female patients, male
patients, symptoms, health insurances, and illness statuses. As individuals, we may have the heart patient
John, the symptoms arrhythmia, chest pain, and breathing difficulties, and the illness statuses advanced and
final. We may use roles to relate patients with their health insurances and with the status of their illnesses.
, we can express the following forms of probabilistic knowledge:
In P-

0

%'&)(*7+.-/

The probabilistic knowledge that an instance of a concept is also an instance of another concept. E.g.,
the probability that a pacemaker patient is a man is in
.

0

8:9FEG?BAC

The probabilistic knowledge that an arbitrary instance of a concept is related to a given individual by
.
a given role. E.g., the probability that a heart patient has a private insurance is in

0

8:9<;@?BAC

0
3

The probabilistic knowledge that an individual is an instance of a concept. E.g., the probability that
difficulty breathing is a symptom of a pacemaker patient is in
, while the probability that chest
pain is such a symptom is in
.

8:9<D@?BAC

8:9<;@?BAC

The probabilistic knowledge that an individual is related to another individual by a role. E.g., the
probability that the status of John’s illness is final is in
.

8:9<H@?I9<=JC
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In this section, we briefly recall the description logic
from [15]. We first describe the syntax
and semantics of
, and we then summarize some important reasoning tasks.
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3.1 Syntax

%1&2(*+.-/

. Informally, knowledge about concepts and
We now recall the syntax of the description logic
roles is expressed in terminologies, which are finite sets of concept inclusion axioms, role inclusion axioms,
and transitivity axioms. Concepts are constructed from primitive concepts and individuals using (i) the
Boolean operators conjunction, disjunction, and negation, (ii) exists, value, atleast, and atmost restrictions
on abstract roles, and (iii) datatype exists and datatype value restrictions on concrete roles.
of concrete datatypes. Every datatype
is assigned a domain
. We
We assume a set
use
to denote the union of the domains
of all datatypes
. Let ,
,
, and be
nonempty finite disjoint sets of atomic concepts, abstract roles, concrete roles, and individuals, respectively.
Concepts are inductively defined as follows. Every atomic concept from
is a concept. If is an
individual from , then
is a concept. If and are concepts, then also
,
, and
(called conjunction, disjunction, and negation, respectively). If is a concept, is an abstract role from
, and is a nonnegative integer, then
,
,
, and
are concepts (called exists,
value, atleast, and atmost restriction, respectively). If is a concrete role from
, and is a concrete
datatype from , then
and
are concepts (called datatype exists and datatype value, respectively).
(resp.,
), and we eliminate parentheses as usual.
We write (resp., ) to abbreviate
A concept inclusion axiom is an expression of the form
, where and are concepts. A role
, where either
or
. A transitivity axiom has
inclusion axiom is an expression
, where
. A terminological axiom is either a concept inclusion axiom, a role
the form
inclusion axiom, or a transitivity axiom. A terminology is a finite set of terminological axioms. A role
is called simple w.r.t. iff for each role , it holds that
implies
, where
is the
transitive and reflexive closure of on .
It is important to point out that the above terminologies are expressive enough to also express knowledge
about instances of concepts and of abstract roles: The knowledge that the individual is an instance of
the concept can be expressed by the concept inclusion axiom
; the knowledge that the pair of
is an instance of the abstract role can be expressed by the concept inclusion axiom
individuals
. We thus use
(resp.,
) to abbreviate
(resp.,
).
Note also that attributes (that is, functional roles) of concepts can be expressed as follows. To say that the
, we can write
concept has the attribute with the possible values
, where is an abstract role from
, and is an atomic concept from that is defined by
and
, where
are individuals from .

-
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We now recall the semantics of
. Informally, interpretations with respect to abstract domains
assign to each atomic concept a subset of the domain, to each individual an element of the domain, to each
abstract role a binary relation on the abstract domain, and to each concrete role a binary relation between
the abstract and the concrete domain. These interpretations are then extended to complex concepts and to
concept inclusion axioms in the usual way. Moreover, the notions of satisfiability and of logical consequence
for terminological axioms are also defined as usual.
An interpretation
with respect to the set of concrete datatypes
consists of a nonempty
(abstract) domain and a mapping that assigns to each atomic concept from a subset of , to each
with
a singleton subset of , to each abstract role from
a subset of
, and to each concrete role
from
a subset of
. The interpretation is inductively extended to all concepts as follows
(where
denotes the cardinality of a set ):

YoL,X
S V
¤¥y
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0 ¡+`^va¦_2/6§¡¨+`^/ª©W¡¨+._2/ , ¡+`^vbU_2/6v¡¨+`^/«W¡+._W/ , and ¡+`c6^/¬u®¡¨+`^/ ,
0 ¡+`ghd9i^/¬ ZB¯L±°>g@² ³#+´¯#?²O/L¡+.d/µe²¶L7¡¨+`^/\ ,
0 ¡+!jd9i^/¬ ZB¯L±°Bj¨² ³#+´¯#?²O/L¡+.d/6·¸²¶L,¡¨+`^/\ ,
0 ¡+¹lfd9i^/º ZB¯L±°>¤2+»ZB²°h+´¯}?²G/L¡¨+.d/\©¡+`^//ol¼fº\ ,
0 ¡+¹nfd9i^/º ZB¯L±°>¤2+»ZB²°h+´¯}?²G/L¡¨+.d/\©¡+`^//on¼fº\ ,
0 ¡+`g]p9qK@/¬ZB¯Lx°>g@²1³#+´¯}?²G/L¡¨+p¶/#µe² L7MONQP+.K@/\ ,
0 ¡+!jrp9qK@/¬ZB¯Lx°Bj¨²1³#+´¯}?²G/L¡¨+p¶/'·¸² LMGNQP)+.K@/\ .
The satisfaction of a terminological axiom ½ in  , denoted §° §½ , is defined as follows:
0 v° ^zw¼_ iff ¡¨+`^/ ¾¿¡¨+._2/ ,
0 v° dzwuy iff ¡¨+.d/o¾¿¡¨+`y6/ ,
0 v° {#|~>r[+.d/ iff ¡¨+.d/ is transitive.
The interpretation  satisfies a terminological axiom ½ , or  is a model of ½ , iff ° ½ . It satisfies a
terminology  , or  is a model of  , denoted ° £ , iff ° ½ for all ½¼L . The terminology  is
satisfiable iff a model of  exists. A terminological axiom ½ is a logical consequence of  , denoted ° §½ ,
iff every model of  is also a model of ½ .
3.3 Reasoning Tasks

%'&)(*7+.-/

. Informally, these tasks are to decide
We briefly summarize some important reasoning tasks in
whether a terminology is satisfiable, whether a concept is satisfiable, whether a concept subsumes another
concept, and whether an object (resp., pair of objects) is an instance of a concept (resp., an abstract role):
Terminology-Satisfiability: Given a terminology
Concept-Satisfiability: Given a terminology





, decide whether

^

is satisfiable.

, decide whether

and two concepts

^

and

_

 °À^w t

.

 ° ^zw¿_

Concept-Membership: Given a terminology  , YoL,X , and a concept ^ , decide whether ° §YoL^ .
Role-Membership: Given a terminology  , Y  ?Y  L,X , and dL,SUT , decide whether ° z+.Y  ?Y  /Ld .
Concept-Subsumption: Given a terminology



and a concept



, decide whether

.

It is not difficult to see that all the above problems can be reduced to Concept-Satisfiability and ConceptSubsumption, and that these two problems can be reduced to each other. In detail, Concept-Membership
and Role-Membership are obviously special cases of Concept-Subsumption. Furthermore, TerminologySatisfiability is a special case of Concept-Satisfiability, as a terminology
is satisfiable iff
.
Finally, Concept-Satisfiability and Concept-Subsumption can be reduced to each other, as for every terminology and for all concepts and , it holds that
iff
. These last two
problems are decidable in
, if all atmost and atleast restrictions in are restricted to simple
abstract roles w.r.t. [15].







^
_
%'&)(*,+.-/
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In this section, we present the probabilistic description logic P, which is a probabilistic extension of
. We first define the syntax of P, where we have conditional constraints [20]
. We then define
to express probabilistic knowledge in addition to the terminological axioms of
the semantics of P, which is based on the notion of lexicographic entailment from probabilistic default reasoning; see especially [21, 22] for background, intuitions, and further examples. We finally
summarize some important reasoning problems in P.

%'&)(*7+.-/
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4.1 Syntax
We now define the notion of a probabilistic terminology. It is based on the language of conditional constraints [20], which encode interval restrictions for conditional probabilities over concepts. Every probabilistic terminology consists of a generic part, which expresses generic classical and probabilistic knowledge
about concepts, and an assertional part, which represents classical and probabilistic knowledge about a set
of individuals. In the sequel, we partition the set of individuals into the set of classical individuals
and the set of probabilistic individuals . Intuitively, probabilistic individuals are those individuals in for
which we explicitly store some classical and probabilistic knowledge in a probabilistic terminology.
with concepts
, and real numA conditional constraint is an expression of the form
. A concept (resp., concept inclusion axiom, conditional constraint) is generic iff no probabers
bilistic individual
occurs in it. A concept inclusion axiom (resp., conditional constraint) is assertional
iff it is of the form
(resp.,
), where is generic.
for a probabilistic individual
A generic probabilistic terminology (resp., an assertional probabilistic terminology for a probabilistic individual
)
consists of a classical terminology and a finite set of conditional constraints
such that every concept inclusion axiom in and every conditional constraint in is generic (resp., assertional for ). A probabilistic terminology
with respect to
consists of a generic
probabilistic terminology
and an assertional probabilistic terminology
for every
.
The different kinds of probabilistic knowledge that can be represented through conditional constraints
are briefly illustrated as follows:
in P-

X

XIÄ

ÅÆ?ÇLU8 Èh?BAC

+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC

YoL,XIÄ

YoL,XIÄ Ê
É +.U?Ë/
Y

YoL,XIÄ

ÉÌ

Z[Y]\'w _


ÉÊ+´É Ì>?[+´É Í[/ÆÍ ÎÏ`Ð}/

%'&)(*+.-/

0

The probabilistic knowledge that “an instance of the concept
with a probability in
” can be expressed by
.

0

X

8 ÅÆ?ÇOC

+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC

XBÃ

^¶?_

+._°<Z[Y]\/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC

_

Ë

Ë

^

ÉÍ

XÄ

Y LXIÄ

is also an instance of the concept

_

^
8 ÅÆ?ÇrC
+`ghd9Z[Y]\@°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
0 The probabilistic knowledge that “the individual YoL,XIÄ is an instance of the concept _ with a probability in 8 ÅÆ?ÇOC ” can be expressed by +._£°<Z[Y]\/8 Å»?ÇrC .
0 The probabilistic knowledge that “the individual Y LXIÄ is related to the individual YÑ>L,X Ã by the role
dLS T with a probability in 8 ÅÆ?ÇOC ” can be expressed by +`ghd9Z[Y Ñ \@°<Z[Y\/8 ÅÆ?ÇrC .
The probabilistic knowledge that “an arbitrary instance of the concept is related to a given individual
by a given role
with a probability in
” can be expressed by
.

YoL,X Ã

4.2 Semantics

dL7S T

%1&2(*+.-/

We now define the probabilistic semantics of P. We first generalize classical interpretations to
probabilistic interpretations by adding a probability distribution over the abstract domain. We then define
the satisfaction of terminological axioms and conditional constraints in probabilistic interpretations. We

8
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finally define the notions of consistency and entailment for probabilistic terminologies, which are based on
the notions of consistency and lexicographic entailment in probabilistic default reasoning [21, 22].
A probabilistic interpretation
with respect to the set of concrete datatypes
consists of
with respect to
and a probability function on (that is, a mapa classical interpretation
ping
such that all
with
sum up to ).
We now define the probability of a concept and the satisfaction of terminological axioms and conditional
constraints in probabilistic interpretations as follows. The probability of a concept in a probabilistic interpretation
with
, denoted
, is the sum of all
such that
. For concepts and with
, we use the expression
to abbreviate
. We say
satisfies a conditional constraint
, or
is a model of
, denoted
,
. We say
satisfies a terminological axiom , or
is a model of , denoted
,
iff
iff
. We say
satisfies a set of terminological axioms and conditional constraints , or
is a model
, iff
for all
. We say is satisfiable iff a model of exists.
of , denoted
We next define the notion of consistency for probabilistic terminologies and generic probabilistic terminologies. We first give some preparative definitions from probabilistic default reasoning.
A probabilistic interpretation
verifies a conditional constraint
iff
and
. We say
falsifies
iff
and
. A set of conditional conhas a model that verifies .
straints tolerates a conditional constraint under a terminology iff
A generic probabilistic terminology
is consistent iff there exists an ordered partition
of
such that each
with
is the set of all
that
. We call this ordered partition of
the -partition of .
are tolerated under by
A probabilistic terminology
, where
and
for all
, is
generically consistent (or g-consistent) iff
is consistent. We say is consistent iff is g-consistent
and
is satisfiable for all
.
We finally define the notion of lexicographic entailment of conditional constraints from probabilistic
terminologies. In the rest of this subsection, let
, where
and
for all
, be a consistent probabilistic terminology.
We use the -partition
of
to define a lexicographic preference relation on probabilistic interpretations as follows. For probabilistic interpretations
and
, we say
is lexicographically preferable (or lex-preferable) to
iff some
exists such that
and
for all
. A model
of a set of terminological axioms and conditional constraints is a lexicographically minimal model (or
lex-minimal model) of iff no model of is lex-preferable to .
We now define the notion of lexicographic entailment for conditional constraints from sets of terminological axioms and conditional constraints under generic probabilistic terminologies as follows. A conditional constraint
is a lexicographic consequence (or lex-consequence) of a set of terminological
axioms and conditional constraints under , denoted
under , iff
for
every lex-minimal model
of
. We say
is a tight lexicographic consequence
(or tight lex-consequence) of under , denoted
under , iff (resp., ) is the infimum (resp., supremum) of
subject to all lex-minimal models
of
. Note that
here we naturally define
and
, when no such model
exists.
We are now ready to define which generic (resp., assertional) conditional constraints follow under
lexicographic entailment from a probabilistic terminology. A generic conditional constraint
is a lexconsequence of , denoted
, iff
under . We say that is a tight lex-consequence of ,
denoted
, iff
under . An assertional conditional constraint for
is a lex-
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Ë Ì Þ
ÉÌ
ÉÊ+´É Ì>?[+´É Í[/ÆÍ ÎÏ`Ð}/
É Ì+.hÌ>?Ë7ÌJ/ ÉoÍ+.GÍJ?Ë,ÍI/
YoL,X Ä
ÉÌ
É
É
 Ì « Í «Ë Í «UZ]+»Z[Y]\@°Fs,/8A?BAC \
YoL,XIÄ
ÉÊ+´É Ì ?[+´É Í / Í ÎÏ Ð}/
É Ì +. Ì ?Ë Ì / É Í +. Í ?Ë Í /
YoL,XIÄ
Þ
+´Ë,Ù?I9I9I9B?Ë,/ É Ì
ÒÓ
ÒoÓ Ñ
ÒÓ
ÒoÓ Ñ
ÛrLZ[Èh?I9I9I9J?Ü¨\
¤)+»Z[½¿L7Ë7ÚO°ÒoÓ° ½\/mÖ
¤2+»Z[½¿L7Ë Ú °ÒÓ Ñ ° ½\/ ¤2+»Z[½¿L7Ëß1°ÒoÓm° ½\/Gà¤2+»Z[½¼L7Ëß °ÒoÓ Ñ ° £½\/
Ûráeân)Ü
ÒoÓ
Ø
Ø
Ø
ÒÓ
+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
Ø
ÉÌ
Øzã ä+._°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
É Ì ÒoÓh+._W/Le8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
ÒoÓ 
Ø «Z]+`^¦°Fs,/8A?BAC \
+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
Ø
ÉÌ
Øzã äåæFçÆè år+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
ÉÌ Å
Ç
ÒÓh+._2/
ÒoÓ Øé«Z]+`^U°Fs,/8A?BAC \
ÅQÁA Ç¶È
ÒÓ
½
É
Éã ä½ ê"ã ä£½
ÉÌ
½
É
Éã ä åæ ç¹è å ½ ê"ã ä åæ ç¹è å ½
É1Ì
½ YoL,X Ä
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É , denoted Éã ä½ , iff  Í «WË Í ã ä½
É§ã ä¦åæ ç¹è åQ½ , iff  Í «UË Í ã ä¥åæ ç¹è åQ½ under É Ì .

under

consequence of
denoted

É Ì . We say ½

is a tight lex-consequence of

É

,

4.3 Reasoning Tasks

%'&)(*,+.-/

We now summarize some important reasoning tasks in P. We first describe tasks related to
the generic knowledge in probabilistic terminologies, namely (i) to decide whether a probabilistic terminology is g-consistent, (ii) to decide whether a generic concept may have a positive probability under
a g-consistent probabilistic terminology , (iii) to compute the tight interval under for the probability
that an individual is an instance of a generic concept given that it is an instance of a generic concept ,
and (iv) to compute the tight interval under for the probability that an instance of a generic concept is
related to the individual
by a role
:

É

É

É
dL7S T

YoL,X Ã

É

_

^

P-Terminology-G-Consistency: Given a probabilistic terminology

É

, decide whether

P-Concept-Satisfiability: Given a g-consistent probabilistic terminology
.
cide whether

É °+`^¦°Fs,/8 Èh?ÈC

É

É

^

is g-consistent.

and a generic concept

^

, de-

É and generic concepts ^ ?_ ,
Éã ä åæ ç¹è å +._°F^/8 Å»?ÇrC
P-Concept-Role-Overlapping: Given a g-consistent É , a generic concept ^ , an individual YoL,XBÃ , and an
abstract role dL7S T , compute ÅÆ?ÇL¦8 Èh?BAC such that Éã ä¦åæ ç¹è år+`ghd9Z[Y]\@°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC .
P-Concept-Overlapping: Given a g-consistent probabilistic terminology
compute
such that
.

Å»?ÇL¦8 Èh?BAC

We next give some reasoning tasks that are related to instances of concepts and abstract roles, and thus also
concern the assertional knowledge in probabilistic terminologies. These reasoning tasks are (i) to decide
whether a g-consistent probabilistic terminology is also consistent, (ii) to compute the tight interval under
a consistent probabilistic terminology
for the probability that an individual
is an instance of a
generic concept , and (iii) to compute the tight interval under
for the probability that an individual
is related to an individual
by a role
:

YoL,XIÄ

_

É

Y Ñ L,X Ã

dL,S T

YoL,XIÄ

É

É is consistent.
P-Concept-Membership: Given a consistent probabilistic terminology É , an individual YoL,XIÄ , and a generic concept _ , compute ÅÆ?ÇLU8 Èh?BAC such that Éã ä åæ ç¹è å +._£°<Z[Y\/8 ÅÆ?ÇrC .
P-Role-Membership: Given a consistent probabilistic terminology É , individuals Y Ñ L,XBÃ and Y LX Ä , and
an abstract role dL,S T , compute Å»?ÇL¦8 Èh?BAC such that Éã ä¥å:æFçÆèåO+`gGd9Z[YJÑ´\@°<Z[Y]\/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC .
P-Terminology-Consistency: Given a g-consistent probabilistic terminology

É

, decide if

In the sequel, we use GCON to denote P-Terminology-G-Consistency. Clearly, P-Terminology-Consistency
is reducible to the problem of deciding whether a finite set of terminological axioms and conditional constraints is satisfiable, which we call SAT. It is then easy to see that P-Concept-Satisfiability is reducible to
Concept-Satisfiability. Finally, P-Concept-Overlapping, P-Concept-Role-Overlapping, P-Concept-Membership, and P-Role-Membership can be reduced to computing tight lex-entailed intervals from finite sets
of terminological axioms and conditional constraints under generic probabilistic terminologies, which we
call TLEXC. Techniques for solving SAT, GCON, and TLEXC are described in Section 6.
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Examples

The following example illustrates the inheritance of default knowledge along subconcept relationships.
Example 5.1 The strict knowledge “all pacemaker patients are heart patients” and the default knowledge
“generally, heart patients have high blood pressure” can be represented by the following generic probabilistic
terminology (where
is a binary attribute):

ë]ì í î!ïððIñ]î!ï
É Ì  +»ZQí]ò íóJô õ ïöJô w§ë íó[ô õ ïöJô\Q?Z]+`gëì íî!ïððIñ]î!ï>9ZI÷BïðI\ ° ë íó[ô õ ïöJô¹/8A?BAC \/¨9
It is then easy to see that ê"ã ä å:æFçÆèå +`gkëì íî!ïððIñîï>9ZI÷BïðI\ ° ë íóJô õ ïöJô¹/8A?BAC and êÀã ä å:æFçÆèå +`gë]ì íîïððIñî!ï>9ZI÷BïðI\°
íò íóJô õ ïöJô/8A?BAC under É Ì . That is, under lexicographic entailment we conclude “generally, heart patients

have high blood pressure” and “generally, pacemaker patients have high blood pressure”. That is, the property of having high blood pressure is inherited from the concept of all heart patients down to the subconcept
of all pacemaker patients.

ø

The next example shows that default knowledge attached to more specific concepts overrides default
knowledge inherited from less specific superconcepts.
Example 5.2 The strict knowledge “all pacemaker patients are heart patients” and the default knowledge
“generally, heart patients have high blood pressure” and “generally, pacemaker patients do not have high
blood pressure” can be expressed by

É Ì  »+ ZQí]ò í óJô õ ïöJô w§ë íó[ô õ ïöJô\Q?
Z]+`gkëì í î!ïððIñîï>9ZI÷BïðB\ ° ë íóJô õ ïöJô/8A?BAC`?º+`gëì íî!ïððIñ]î!ï>9ZQöJùG\ ° íò íó[ô õ ïöJô¹/8A?BAC \/¨9
It is then easy to see that ê"ã ä¦åæFçÆè år+`gë]ì íî!ïððIñî!ïQ9ZI÷IïðB\ ° ë íóJô õ ïö[ô/8A?BAC and êÊã ä¥å:æFçÆèå+`gëì íî!ïððIñîï>9ZQöJùh\°
íò íóJô õ ïöJô/8A?BAC under É Ì . That is, under lexicographic entailment we conclude “generally, pacemaker

patients do not have high blood pressure” and “generally, heart patients have high blood pressure”. That is,
even though the property of having high blood pressure is inherited from the concept of all heart patients
down to the subconcept of all pacemaker patients, it is overridden by the property of not having high blood
pressure of the more specific concept of all pacemaker patients.

ø

The following example illustrates probabilistic properties of concepts and the probabilistic membership
of individuals to concepts.
Example 5.3 Consider the strict knowledge “all pacemaker patients are heart patients” and the generic
probabilistic knowledge “a heart patient has a private insurance with a probability of at least 0.9”. Moreover, consider the assertional probabilistic knowledge “John is a pacemaker patient with a probability of at
least 0.8”. This knowledge can be represented by the probabilistic terminology
, where

É +´É Ì ?[+´É ú»û üý[//
Á
É Ì  +»ZQíò íóJô õ ïöJô wë íóJôõ ïö[ô\Q?Z]+`gkëóJð í õ:ö[ðIñ]îó]öJþIï9ZI÷BïðB\ ° ë íó[ô õ ïöJô/8 Èh9<;@?BAC \/¨?
Éoú»û üýÿ + ê@?Z]+Æíò íóJôõ ïö[ôk°ZJùhëö]\/8 Èh9<=@?BAC \/¨9
Then, Éã ä åæ ç¹è å +`gëó[ð í õiöJðIñîó]öJþIï9ZI÷BïðI\ °ZJùhëö@\/8 Èh9 H@?BAC . That is, under lexicographic entailment, we
conclude “John has a private insurance with a probability of at least 0.72”. ø
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6 Probabilistic Reasoning in P-

 

We now present techniques for solving the problems SAT, GCON, and TLEXC. These techniques are based
on reductions to classical reasoning in
and to linear programming. They show in particular that
is decidable.
probabilistic reasoning in P-

%1&2(*+.-/
%'&)(*7+.-/

6.1 Preliminaries
Roughly speaking, the key idea behind developing algorithms for SAT, GCON, and TLEXC is to eliminate
the classical interpretations in probabilistic interpretations
. This is done by using probability
functions on sets   
of pairwise disjoint and exhaustive concepts instead of probability
functions on the abstract domain.
of pairwise disjoint and exhaustive concepts for a classical termiWe start by defining a set
nology
and a set of conditional constraints
as follows. Let
be the set of

all mappings  that assign to each
a member of
, such
 
. For such mappings  , we use  to abbreviate 
  . For
that 
such mappings  and concepts , we use 
to abbreviate
.

of subsets of
such that the models
of correspond to
We next define a set   
the probability functions on all   
: We denote by 
the set of all
such


 
is satisfiable, where  is a new individual in for every 
; we then
that
the set of all maximal elements in 
with respect to set inclusion.
denote by   
Observe that   
can be computed by classical reasoning in
. It is also important
to point out that, due to the concepts
with individuals
(also called nominals) in P(and
also
), it is in general not sufficient to define probability functions only on the set
.


ÒoÓ6+:?Ô}/
dL ~ + +ØU//
d m+Ø¦/

ØvÀZ[½'[?I9I9I9B?½ ¨\
d m+ØU/
½#ÚQ+._Ú°F^1Ú /8 Å!Ú¹?FÇrÚ´CL¶Ø
Z[_Úa^1Ú»? c¬_Ú}a^1ÚÆ? c6^1Ú»\
x° O+.½'/raUIIIa G+.½ O/w t
a
G+.½'/¨a¦II[a O+.½ G/
^
° Â^
ê¥°  a w ^
~ #+ m+ØU//
d +ØU/
ÒoÓ 
dL ~ + +ØU//
m+ØU/
d¾ d m+ØU/
¿«2Z>Z[Y J\w§a ° L7d\
Y
X
L,d m+Ø¦/
~ + "+Ø¦//
+ØU/
~ #+ +Ø¦//
%1&2(*+.-/
Z[Y]\
YoL,X
%'&)(*,+.-/
%'&)(*+.-/
d +ØU/

6.2 Satisfiability
The following theorem shows that SAT can be reduced to deciding whether a system of linear constraints
is solvable. As   
can be
over a set of variables that corresponds to some   
computed by classical reasoning in
, this shows that SAT can be reduced to classical reasoning
in
and to deciding whether a system of linear constraints is solvable. The theorem can be proved
of correspond to the probability functions on all   
.
by showing that the models

%'&)(*7+.-/

%'&)(*+.-/

ÒoÓ


dL ~ #+

dL ~ #+

+ØU//



~ #+

+ØU//

dL ~ #+ +ØU//

Ø

Theorem 6.1 Let be a classical terminology, and let be a finite set of conditional constraints. Then,
is satisfiable iff the system of linear constraints
in Fig. 2 over the variables  
is solvable
for some   
.

«Ø

+¹A[/

+Ø¦//

² m+ L7d/

6.3 G-Consistency

Þ íóî ô õ ô õ ùhö

The problem GCON can be reduced to SAT, as Algorithm in Fig. 3 shows, which decides
whether a generic probabilistic terminology
is consistent. If this is the case, then returns the
-partition of , otherwise nil. In Step 5 of , a number of instances of SAT must be solved.
Note that Algorithm is essentially a reformulation of an algorithm for deciding  -consistency in
default reasoning from conditional knowledge bases by Goldszmidt and Pearl [7].

Þ

ÉÌ

ÉÌ

Þ íóî ô õ ô õ ùhö

Þ íóî!ôõ ôõ ùhö

Þ íóî ô õ ô õ ùhö
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Figure 2: System of linear constraints for Theorems 6.1 and 6.2.

6.4 Tight Logical Consequence
We will reduce the problem TLEXC to the problems SAT and TLC, where TLC is the problem of, given
a concept Q and a finite set of terminological axioms and conditional constraints , computing the real
such that RQ
is a tight logical consequence of . We now formally define the
numbers
notion of logical entailment for probabilistic terminologies, and then show how TLC can be reduced to
and to linear programming.
classical reasoning in
A conditional constraint
is a logical consequence of a set of terminological axioms and
, iff each model of is also a model of
. It
conditional constraints , denoted
is a tight logical consequence of , denoted
, iff (resp., ) is the infimum (resp.,
subject to all models
of with
.
supremum) of
The following theorem shows that the problem TLC is reducible to classical reasoning in
and to computing the optimal values of linear programs.

ÅÆ?ÇLU8 Èh?BAC

+ 2°Fs/8 Å»?ÇrC
Ø
%'&)(*7+.-/
+._°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
Ø
Ø° ¼+._°F^/8 Å»?ÇrC
Ø
:
å
F
æ
Æ
ç

è
å
Ø
Ø °
.+ _°F^/8 Å»?ÇrC Å
ÒoÓh+._°F^/
ÒoÓ Ø
Ò Óh+`^/Ö)È

Ø



Ø

Ç

+._°F^/8 Å»?ÇrC

%'&)(*7+.-/

Theorem 6.2 Let be a classical terminology, let be a finite set of conditional constraints, and let Q be
a concept. Assume
is satisfiable. Then, (resp., ) such that
RQ
is given by the
minimum of (resp., maximum of ) subject to (resp., ) being the optimal value of the following linear
program over the variables  
and   
RQ
:

 «Ø °  åæ ç¹è å + )°Fs,/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
Á
ÅÑ
ÇrÑ
Å´Ñ
ÇrÑ
² + GLd/ dL ~ #+ "+Øv«¦Z]+ 2°Fs/8 Èh?BAC \//
² subject to +¹A[/ .
minimize (resp., maximize) S
 Î)TVU 'W XZY
«Ø

Å

Ç

(2)

6.5 Tight Lexicographic Consequence
We now show how TLEXC can be reduced to the problems SAT and TLC.
In the sequel, let
be a consistent generic probabilistic terminology, and let
be its -partition (which can be computed using Algorithm in Fig. 3). Let be a finite set of
terminological axioms and conditional constraints. The key idea behind the reduction is that a set
of
subsets of
exists such that
under
iff
for
. We need some preparative definitions as follows.
all
We say
is lex-preferable to
iff some
exists such that
and
for all
. We say
is lex-minimal in
iff
and no
is lex-preferable to .

Þ

É Ì +. Ì ?Ë Ì /

Ë7Ì
Ø ã ä+._£°F^/8 ÅÆ?ÇOC
z
ÉÌ
ËÑL Ë
Ë Ñ¾)Ë Ì
ËÑ Ñ¾2Ë Ì
° Ë Ñ Ñ ©WË7Ú° ° Ë Ñ ©2Ë ß °@ ° Ë Ñ Ñ ©WË ß °
Û¨á¦ân Ü
Ë Ñ L7%
Ë Ñ Ñ L¶%
Ë Ñ

+´Ë,Ù?I9I9I9[?Ë,>/
Þ íóî ô õ ô õ ùhö
Ø
Ë
hÌ}«Ë Ñ «Øu«UZ]+`^U°Fs,/8A?BAC \ ° v+._°Fs,/8 ÅÆ?ÇrC
ÛrL¥Z[Èh?I9I9I9[?Ü¨\
° ËÑ©ÊË7Ú°Ö
Ë Ñ
%¾ Zy)°y¼¾vË Ì \
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Algorithm [ -partition
Input: Generic probabilistic terminology \^]2_a`cb]edgfh]$i with fh]k_M
j l .
Output: [ -partition of \^] , if \^] is consistent, otherwise nil.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

mon _Mfh] ;
pqn _srut/v
repeat

p2w xyp)zMt
{Z| p~}w xsaum  is tolerated under  by mK ;
mw xymk>{Z| p~}
until mMx or {k| p~}$x ;
if mMx then return ~{k| >}">g{Z| pc}
else return nil.

Figure 3: Algorithm  - ))c$ $  .

Algorithm tight-  g¡ -consequence
Input: Consistent generic probabilistic terminology ¢  xac  g{   , set of terminological
axioms and conditional constraints £ , and two concepts  and ¤ .
Output: Pair of real numbers c¥1g¦IP| t}§ such that £©¨ ªF«¬ ®"¯@«c¤° u| ¥1@¦} under ¢^ .
Notation: ~{h±/R{³²  denotes the ´ -partition of ¢^ .
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

µow xM2¶·£¶P"¸ ¹³|t/t}º ;

if µ

is unsatisfiable then return Rt$@  ;
mow x6  ;
for »¸w xy¼ downto  do begin
½w x©^v
mP¾w xM ;
for each ¿ÁÀ;{VÂ and mÃ m do
if µM¶F¿¸¶Fm is satisfiable then
if ½°xÄ ¿Å then mk¾Æw x mZ¾¶P>¿¸¶FmK
else if ½Çs ¿Å then begin
m ¾ w x©>¿¸¶FmK ;
½w xÈ ¿Å
end;

mw x m ¾ ;
end;

c¥1@¦I!w xÉRt/4  ;
for each m© m do begin
compute Ê$RËP| t} s.t. µM¶Fm x «¬ ®1¯@« c¤° ¹³| Ê$gË } ;
c¥1R¦I!w xÄ~ÌPÍÏÎIc¥1@ÊÐgÌZÑ>ÒI~¦gËg

end;
return c¥1g¦ .

Figure 4: Algorithm $ ÓÕÔ - Ö~×Ø -ÙeÚ>ÛeÜ2ÝÛ)ÙeÛ .
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The following theorem shows how tight lex-consequences can be characterized through tight logical
consequences. It follows from a similar result in [22].
Theorem 6.3 Let ÞàßáâRãßäÐå°ßæ be a consistent generic probabilistic terminology, let ç be a finite set of
terminological axioms and conditional constraints, and let è ä>é be two concepts. Let å be the set of all
lex-minimal elements in the set of all åGêëìå ß such that ã ßí åGê í ç í©î â@è ïðæ ñºò)äò/ógô is satisfiable. Then,
(a) If åáÉõ , then ç÷ö ø;ùºúûü$ù'âRéÄïèæ ñºò)ä>ýó under Þ2ß .


å ê í ç



ö øaùºú ûü$ù'âRéÄïèæ ñ ä2ó under Þ ß , where 
á  

º
ù
ú

û
$
ü
ù
ísî â@è;ïðæ ñºò)äò/ógô;ï á
Râ éÉïðæ ñ ê ä ê ó and å ê å .

(b) If åÿáÉ
þ õ , then ç



ê (resp., °á

'ê

) subject to ã ßKí

Based on this result, Algorithm  ÓÕÔ - Ö~×Ø -ÙeÚ>ÛeÜ2ÝÛ)ÙeÛ in Fig. 4 computes tight lexicographically entailed intervals, by first (i) computing å , which is done by solving a number of instances of SAT in steps
3–15, and then (ii) computing tight logically entailed intervals, which is done by solving instances of TLC
in steps 16–20.

7

Summary and Outlook

The main motivation behind this work was to develop a probabilistic extension of DAML+OIL for representing and reasoning with probabilistic ontologies in the semantic web. To this end, we worked out a
probabilistic extension of â©æ , which is the description logic that provides a formal semantics and a
reasoning support for DAML+OIL (without inverse roles). The resulting new probabilistic description logic
P-â©æ is based on the notion of probabilistic lexicographic entailment from probabilistic default
reasoning. It allows to express rich probabilistic knowledge about concepts and instances, as well as default
knowledge about concepts. We also presented sound and complete reasoning techniques for P-â©æ ,
which show in particular that reasoning in P-â©æ is decidable.
An interesting topic of future research is to analyze the computational complexity of probabilistic reasoning in P-°â©æ . Another issue for further work is to define a probabilistic extension of â2æ
[24], which is a recent generalization of â©æ that also supports  -ary datatype predicates as well as
datatype number restrictions. In particular, such an extension may also allow for expressing probabilistic
knowledge about how instances of concepts are related to datatype values by roles. Finally, it would also
be very interesting to allow for complex types and to develop more complex probabilistic query languages
(e.g., similar to [3, 4]).

A

Appendix: Proofs for Section 6

Consider a classical terminology ã , and a finite set of conditional constraints ç . The following result shows
that the models háâ!Kä"æ of ã correspond to the probability functions on all # %$ Åâ'&)(kâ1ç æÐæ .
Theorem A.1 Let ã

be a classical terminology, and let ç

be a finite set of conditional constraints. Then,

(a) For every model  ³áâÐâ+*ìä-,æ$ä"æ of ã , a probability function
such that  Õâ/.10Cæuá "³'â 0Iæ for all 0  # .
"

on some

#

%$

Vâ'& ( â1ç;æÐæ exists
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(b) For every probability function " on some
such that  Õâ/.10Cæuá "·â'0Cæ for all 0  # .

#

15

â'& ( â1ç æÐæ , a model uáÃâÐâ+*ìä-,æ$ä"æ of ã

%$

exists

þ õÆô . Observe
Proof. (a) Let  ³áâÐâ+*ìä-,æ$ä"æ be a model of ã . We then define # ê á î 0  # ( â1ç;æ ï2,qâ/.10Cæ áÄ
that # ê  &)(Zâ1ç æ , as   is a model of ã í îî43 5 ô768.%0Zï/0  # ê"ô . Hence, some # 9$ Vâ'&:(kâ1ç æÐæ exists
such that # ê ë# . We then define the probability function " on # by "·â'0IæÕá; â/.10Cæ for all 0  # ê and
by "³â'0IæÕá ý for all 0  #=<># ê . It is now easy to see that â/.?0Iæuá "·â'0Iæ for all 0  # .

(b) Let " be a probability function on some # @$ â'& ( â1ç æÐæ . Hence, ã íîî43 5ôA6B.%0ZïC0  #Gô is satisfiable. That is, a model ìáâ+*ìä-,æ of ã exists such that ,qâ/.10Cæ áÄ
þ õ for all 0  # . We now define the
probability function " on * by "·â+D)æFá "·â'0IæFEPï ,!â/.10Cæeï for all D  * such that D  ,!â/.10Cæ for some 0  # and
by "·â+DæÕá ý for all D  * such that D þ ,!â/.10Cæ for all 0  # . Then, â/.10Cæuá "·â'0Cæ for all 0  # . G
The following example shows that, due to the concepts î43 ô with individuals 3 @H , it is in general not the
case that the models uáÃâ!kä"æ of ã correspond to the probability functions on # ( â1ç æ .
Example A.2 Consider the following classical terminology ã
ã

á

over

î èKJN.ìèMLO6QPGäqèR6èKJTSìèMLä!èKJNSèMLO6èä!èR6

I

á

î èä$èKJä$èMLô and H á

î43 ô :

î43 ôIä î43 ô96èÁôVU

Observe now that for every model á â+*ìä-,æ of ã , it holds that ,qâ@èKJ/æVWX,qâ@èMLæ á õ and that ,qâ@èæ á
î Dô for some D  * . Hence, it holds either ,qâ@è J æá õ and ,qâ@è L æ á î DIô for
,qâ@è J æ í ,qâ@è L æ áY,qâ î43 ôæ°á
some D  * , or ,qâ@èMLæ³á õ and ,qâ@èKJ/æuá î Dô for some D  * .

Consider now the set of conditional constraints çá î â@èKJïèæ ñ ä'ógô . It then holds # ( â1ç æÕá î Z èä!è[.
èKJeä!è;. Z èKJ/ô , & ( â1ç æ³á\# ( â1ç æ í îî Z èä^è].ÁèKJ ôIä î Z è ä!è;. Z èKJ ôô , and $ â'& ( â1ç;æÐæFá îî Z èä^è;.
èKJ ôIä î Z èä^èY. Z èKJ/ôô . By Theorem A.1, every model  ³áâ+*ìä"æ of ã corresponds to a probability
function on some # @$ â'&)(kâ1ç æÐæ . But it does not hold that every model uáÃâ+*ìä"æ of ã corresponds
to a probability function on # ( â1ç æ . For example, the probability function " that is defined by "·â'0CæÕá ò4E^
for all 0  # ( â1ç æ does not have any corresponding model   of ã . G
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Recall that ã í ç is satisfiable iff there exists a model   of ã that also satisfies ç .
By Theorem A.1, this is equivalent to the existence of a probability function " on some # %$ Vâ'& ( â1ç æÐæ
that satisfies ç . It is well-known that the latter is equivalent to the system of linear constraints âòæ in Fig. 2
over the variables _`5kâ'0  #æ being solvable for some # %$ â'& ( â1ç æÐæ . G




Proof of Theorem 6.2. Recall that ã í ç ï á ùúûü/ù âayïðæ ñ ä'ó iff (resp.,  ) is the infimum (resp., supremum)

of  Õâaaæ subject to all models  of ã í ç . By Theorem A.1, this is equivalent to (resp.,  ) being the infimum (resp., supremum) of b 5dc`egfh5ji kgl "·â'0Cæ subject to all probability functions " on any # 9$ â'& ( â1ç í

î âayïðæ ñ ýäò/ógôæÐæ satisfying ç . It is now well-known that we can equivalently say that (resp.,  ) is the


minimum of ê (resp., maximum of  ê ) subject to ê (resp.,  ê ) being the optimal value of the linear program
in (2) over the variables _`5kâ'0  #æ and # @$ â'& ( â1ç í;î âaMïðæ ñ ýäò/ógôæÐæ . G
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